
VIRTUAL /HYBRID
MEETINGS

Your full-service audio visual  
production partner.

Please call your Royal Productions representative to discuss different  
options, pricing, and the entire scope of your event.

We will be happy to assist with any custom needs/requirements.

royalproductions.com

WHAT IS A VIRTUAL MEETING?
A virtual meeting is when people across a variety of locations, domestic or global, use 
video, audio, and text to link up online. Virtual meetings allow people to connect, share 
information and data in real-time without being physically located together. Much like 
in-person conferences, virtual conferences are built around a live, complex agenda that 
includes keynotes, sessions, breakouts, and more.

WHAT IS A HYBRID MEETING?
A hybrid event is a trade show, sales kick off, company training or other meeting 
that combines a “live” in-person event at a physical location with a “virtual” online  
component to share a message to the entire company when employees are not all  
gathered in the same place.

WHEN DOES A HYBRID EVENT MAKE SENSE?
If you answer YES to one or more of the questions below, a hybrid event could be the right 
solution for you.

Are some participants unable to attend your event in person?
Would some participants have to make a long journey to attend in person?
Does your company or event have virtual ‘followers’ (e.g. on Facebook,  
LinkedIn, or Twitter)?
Are some participants living/working abroad?
Would you like to document/record your event and preserve or reuse the information?
Would it be useful for you or your participants to be able to rewatch (parts of)  
the event later?

VIRTUAL/HYBRID EVENT CAPABILITIES
Simple one-way audio/video webcasting  
(video conference meetings)

More complex multi-way audio/video

State of the art audio/video  
equipment technology 

Multiple presenters from various locations 

Live streaming/webcasting to multiple  
platforms such as Facebook Live, Vimeo,  
YouTube, etc. 

Ability to work directly with your company’s  
online hosting platform (if applicable) 

VIRTUAL/HYBRID EVENT PROCESS

PRIVATE LIVE STUDIO SPACE
Book a studio/venue space directly  
from Royal Productions to host your  
live presenters  

Custom branding and staging options

Multiple security features to  
protect end-user privacy

Branded viewer experience 

Remote voting and polling

Q&A interaction for attendees and  
presenters to increase collaboration

Audio and HD video interaction  
between panelists and/or audience 

Event/session recording and archival viewing 

Multi-room virtual conference environment

Post event analytics and data reports

The broadcast will originate from our studio  
and will be streamed to your audience across  
the platforms you choose

Pre-recorded options also available

AV Equipment Specs,  
Confirmation, &  

Recommendations

Mock Event Rehearsals Premium Support

Moderator/Presenter 
Training

Post-Event Report  
& Analytics

LARGE SCALE EVENT 
SUPPORT

Host reliable events with unlimited 
attendees worldwide

Stream to multiple platforms such as  
Facebook Live, YouTube, Vimeo, etc.

AUDIENCE  
ENGAGEMENT TOOLS

Keep your audience engaged with  
interactive tools such as Q&A, event 

chat, polling, and hand raising

EVENT CLOUD  
RECORDING

Capture entire events for future  
playback and sharing 

DEVICE-AGNOSTIC
Join from any video-enabled room, 

computer, or mobile device

Easily access events on browsers 
without downloading an app

MODERATOR  
CONTROLS

Ensure your events are  
stress-free with master control  
management and access by a  
Royal Productions engineer

MULTIPLE LEVEL  
SECURITY

Meeting security features and  
options available such as secure 

meeting IDs, participant passcodes, 
participant removal, encrypted  

video calls, and more


